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Abstract- Online Social Network has to designed an enable person to share their personal and public information and make a social connection with friends, co-workers, even families etc. So increase the number of security level and privacy issues. Currently do not provide any access control mechanism to users to access information. But a simple access control mechanisms are used to access information it only support single controller. Unfortunately there have no control over data residing outside their space. In proposed using a flexible access control mechanism for online social networks to support multiple controller in multiuser environment. The use of MPAC mechanism is to support a user for sharing data in online social networks. It makes a protection of shared data associated with multiple users in online social networks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A Network of social interactions and personal relationships with other. A dedicated website or other application which enable user to communicate with each other by posting information, messages, political orientation etc. Online social networks are a representation of each user and a variety of additional services. OSN allow a user to share their ideas, activities, events and interests with their individual networks. In Online social network contain several access control mechanism used. Hardware or software features, operating procedures, management procedures and various combinations of these designed to detect and prevent unauthorized access and permit authorized access in an automated system. Online social network variety of sensitive data should be shared. So increase a number of security and privacy issues. Currently several access control mechanism used to support single controller [1], [2]. In a social network the access control mechanisms are

Discretionary access control: If an individual user can set an access control mechanism to allow or deny access to an object, that mechanism is as discretionary access control or identity based access control. Discretionary access control is a type of access control defined by the Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria as a means of restricting access to objects based on the identity of subjects and/or groups to which they belong. The controls are discretionary in the sense of passing that permission on to any other subject.

Mandatory access control: When a system controls access to an object and an individual user cannot alter that access control, that mechanism called Mandatory access control or Rule-based access control [2]. The term mandatory in MAC has acquired a special meaning derived from its use with military systems. MAC means access controls that are mandated by order of a government and so enforcement is supposed to be more imperative than for commercial applications. This precludes enforcement by best-effort mechanisms, only mechanisms that can provide absolute, or near-absolute enforcement of the mandate are acceptable for MAC.

In some systems, users have the authority to decide whether to grant access to any other user. It is allowed that all users have clearances for all data. This is not necessarily true of a MAC system. If individuals or processes exist that may be denied access to any of the data in the system environment, then the system must be trusted to enforce MAC. Since there can be various levels of data classification and user clearances, this implies a quantified scale for robustness.

Originator controlled access control: It is a bases access creator on an object or the information it contains. ORCON is a decentralized system of access control in which each originator determines who needs access to the data. No centralized set of rules controls access to data; access is at the complete discretion of the originator. A solution is to combine features of the MAC and DAC models. The rules are

- The owner of an object cannot change the access controls of the object.
- When an object is copied, the access control restrictions of that source are copied and bound to the target of the copy.
- The creator (originator) can alter the access control restrictions on a per-subject and per-object basis.

Although currently OSNs provide simple access control mechanism allowing user to access information in their own spaces, unfortunately there is no control over outside residing data. Access to a resource is granted while the requester is able to demonstrate of being authorized. Every user in a group can access a shared content. Not any mechanism to provide privacy associated with multiple
users. For illustration when a user uploads a photo he cannot specify which user can view a photo. In a OSNs like facebook allow user to tagged a photo may have different privacy concerns. However, these simple access control mechanism have several limitations occur. Hence, used a multiparty protection mechanism for online social networks, it support multiple controller in mutliuser environment. It checks the access request against the policy specified for every user and yields a decision for the access. Use of MPAC mechanism, it is flexible for regulating data sharing in OSN. Prevent any mechanism to enforce privacy concerns over data associated with many users. For instance, when a user uploads a photo he can specify which user can view the photo.

II. MPAC FOR OSNs

Profile sharing: It support a feature for social applications written by an external party developer to build some functionality for user profiles. Profile sharing is to share profile information to others. You can choose what you share on your network profile using your profile settings. You can pick who sees your information, as well as what information people can see [11].

Relationship sharing: A set of users to share their relationship to another. User can share their relationship like friends, colleges, group etc.

Content sharing: Provide mechanism a user can communicate and share their content to other users. If you have content on your website you should strongly encourage people to share it. This means providing social sharing plugging that stand out on the page. It also means doing some sharing yourself immediately when you have a new piece of content. Your visitors like social proof so when they see content is shared already they are more likely to share. A group of users could collide with one another so as to manipulate a final access control decision. There is no fake identity of online social networks.

III. MPAC MODEL

MPAC for online social network is a relationship network, a set of user group, collection of user data. A relationship network is represented by directed labeled graph, each node in a graph denoted by users and each edge denoted by relationship. A label associated with each edge represented by type of relationship. In a directed labeled graph initial node establish an access request and terminal node access the request. In OSNs users are organized in to groups, each group have unique name. Users in OSNs can easily identify the other users for sharing demographic groups, political orientation, relationship etc. OSNs can provide each user web space for store and manage their profile information, relationship and content. Recently many access control mechanisms used for fine grained data sharing in OSN, but it only support a single controller. Currently a flexible access control mechanisms are used to support multiple controller in multi user environment. The multiple controllers are owner, contributor, stakeholder, and disseminator.

Owner: Let a data item in the space of a user u in social network. The user u is called owner of the data item.

Contributor: Let a data item can be published by a user u in someone else space in the social network. The user u is called contributor of data item. The memory space for the user be allotted according to user request for content sharing.

Stakeholder: Let a data item in the space of a user u in social network. Let T be a set of tagged users who can tag their data item. The user u is called stakeholder of data item.

Disseminator: Let a data item can be shared by a user u from someone else space to his/her space in social network. The user u is called disseminator of data item.

Privacy conflicts: The multiple controllers in shared data item that data item have different privacy preferences. Privacy conflicts may occur in multiparty control over shared data item.

Naive solution: The naive solution is used for resolving multiparty privacy conflicts for sharing data item. It can share a data in common users in accessor set defining multiple controllers to access data item. Unfortunately it is too restrictive in many cases and does not produce a desirable result.

Strong conflict resolution: Strong conflicts resolution make a better privacy protection for shared data item. Also it can reduce social vale for data sharing.

V. PRIVACY CONFLICT IDENTIFICATION AND RESOLUTION

In these mechanism used for privacy conflict identification and resolution, in privacy conflict identification first introduce a space segmentation approach to partition the accessor space. Then identify the conflicting segments then
VI. DECISION MAKING BASED ON VOTING SCHEME

In a voting scheme mechanism contains two voting mechanisms: decision voting and sensitivity voting.

A. Decision Voting

A decision voting value (DV) derived from policy evaluation is defined as follows; the evaluation of policy is deny means the decision voting value is zero. Otherwise the evaluation of policy is permit means the decision voting value is one. Then find the aggregated decision voting value, the sum of decision voting value for owner, contributor and stakeholder is divided by the number of controllers.

B. Sensitivity Voting

Each controller assigns a sensitivity level (SL) for sharing data then calculates the sensitivity score for based on sensitivity level. The sensitivity score can be calculated as, the sum of sensitivity level for owner, contributor and stakeholder divided by the number of controller.

VII. CONFLICT RESOLUTION FOR THRESHOLD APPROACH

After finding the sensitivity score the calculate threshold for decision making, if the sensitivity score is higher, the decision to make a privacy protection of high sensitive data. Also if the sensitivity score is lower, the utility of the OSNs is not affected. The aggregated decision voting value and sensitivity score will recompute the final decision may be changed.

VIII. CONFLICT RESOLUTION BASED ON STRATEGY

The strategy based conflict resolution approach is used for introducing the multiparty privacy conflicts.

A. Owner Overrides

The owner’s decisions have the highest priority. If the aggregated decision voting value is one means to permit the access request. Otherwise if the aggregated decision voting value is zero means to deny the access request.

B. Full Consensus Permit

The controllers decision have a highest priority, if the aggregated decision voting value is one means to permit the access request otherwise deny the request.

C. Majority Permit

This strategy permits an access request if the number of controllers to permit the request is greater than number of controller to deny the access request. This majority voting strategy can be easily supported in strong majority permit and super majority permit.

IX. CONCLUSION

Online social networks help people to share personal and public information. In multiparty protection mechanism for online social network has a new model for collaborative management of shared data in OSNs. A multiparty access control model provides a policy specification and policy evaluation mechanism. In these OSNs a group of users could collide with one another so as to manipulate the final access control decision. There is no fake identity in OSNs. My recent work has evaluated the effectiveness of MPAC conflict resolution approach based on the tradeoff of privacy risk and sharing loss. Users may be involved in the control of a larger number of shared photos and the configurations of the privacy preferences may become time-consuming and tedious tasks. As part of future work using inference-based techniques for automatically configure privacy preferences in MPAC.
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